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ABSTRACT

When crisis management plans are described in natural language documents, they may contain logical inconsistencies
or ambiguities that are not immediately apparent. To allow automated early detection of such errors, they need
to be described in a well defined formalism. C2Sketch is a tool for modeling command and control systems that
provides such a structure for formalizing (crisis management) plans. However, C2Sketch is in active development
and to what extent real-world crisis management plans can be expressed in it is unknown. In this exploratory
study the unstructured text of a small sample of publicly available regional-level crisis management plans was
translated systematically into structured C2Sketch mission-plans to uncover limitations and opportunities for further
development of the tool. The plans contained enough information to largely capture the networks of actors and their
tasks therein, but did contain enough operational information to develop complete C2Sketch models from.
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INTRODUCTION

Crisis management requires a lot of planning. To be well prepared for future incidents, and to be able to manage as
good as possible if disaster does strike, governments and response organizations make plans and agree in advance
on how they will collaborate. The results of this planning process end up as documents that describe what the plan
is, who is involved and who commits to what in case the plan is put into action.

An unfortunate property of such documents, is that although they contain a wealth of structural information about
the network of collaborating responders, the tasks they perform, and the information they use, this information is
not easily accessible. Without formal structure and semantics it is impossible to automate analysis of plans for
potential gaps or logical inconsistencies (e.g. a crucial step in a plan depends on a resource or piece information
which is not considered elsewhere in the plan). Moreover, a formalized plan containing a structured representation
of the collaborating parties, their tasks and the information they need to do their tasks, could be the foundation of a
unified command and control system that facilitates the execution of the plan.

To explore the idea of using structured plans as described above to analyze or design C2-systems the C2Sketch tool
(Lijnse et al. 2020) is being developed. This tool facilitates the creation of structured “mission plans” and makes it
possible to validate them by simulating the modeled information flows and operational pictures. The structured
plans can be exported as structured data files, or as human readable documents that are automatically derived from
the structured plans.

C2Sketch is still in active development. In the long term it is intended to be able to formally describe all C2 aspects
of realistic mission plans (including crisis management plans), to facilitate plan validation and enable various types
of quantitative and qualitative analyses to compare alternative plans.

A new feature of the latest version (0.2 which is a complete re-write of the original 0.1 release in Python) is that
it allows the structure of a network of collaborating actors to be described along with their tasks. To get a first
impression of whether this new structure matches the sort of information found in real crisis management plans we
translated a small sample of publicly available crisis management plans into C2Sketch mission plans. In this paper
we report our initial findings and experiences from that exercise.
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Figure 1. The C2Sketch editing view

The primary goal of this preliminary study is to identify mismatches between information found in realistic plans
and C2Sketch’s concepts to reveal opportunities for further improvement of C2Sketch. Contrary to the final intended
purpose of C2Sketch, the plans that are used in this research serve only as examples, or test cases. Their properties
were not the main subject of this research.

This paper is a report of work in progress. The results presented in this paper do not contribute generalizable
knowledge, and their usefulness is largely limited to those involved in the development of C2Sketch. Its publication
as work in progress paper is intended to show to what extent the current C2Sketch tool can be used to describe real
world crisis management plans.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section we give an overview of the C2Sketch tool
and its main concepts. We then explain the structured qualitative methodology we used to translate the natural
language plans into the C2Sketch structure. The next section summarizes our findings, followed by a discussion
section and concluding remarks in the final section.

PRELIMINARIES

The modeling exercise presented in this paper should be viewed in the context of the continued development of the
C2Sketch tool. The latest version (0.2) of the tool has been changed significantly since it was first published (Lijnse
et al. 2020).

The purpose of the tool has remained the same. To provide a structure to help answer key questions in C2 system
design: “How can a mission be decomposed? What actors are involved? What tasks do they have and what, how
and when do they need to share information to be effective?”

The web-based tool facilitates the creation of models of C2 systems called “mission plans”. These models capture
three main concepts: Actors, Tasks and the Information exchanged between them. From these models, human
readable documents are generated that contain all details of the plan. Furthermore, the models contain enough
detail about the exchanged information to allow them to be executed using a generic interpreter. This makes it
possible to interactively test the modeled plans against simulated scenarios.

A screenshot of the tool is shown figure 1.
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Actors in C2Sketch

Actors in C2Sketch are people or organizations that are responsible for, and/or perform tasks. In collaborative
endeavors, tasks can be thought of as belonging to implicit or explicitly named organizations. The actual execution
of tasks is always carried out by a person, potentially on behalf of an organization.

Although people and organizations can have all sorts of relations with each other, the only relation that is modeled
in C2Sketch is affiliation. Actors can be affiliated with any number of other Actors. In C2Sketch this means that one
actor may perform tasks for any actor (usually an organization) that he/she/it is affiliated with. The only limitation
imposed on the affiliation relation is that actors may not indirectly work for themselves. The set of actors together
with the affiliation relations therefore constitute a directed acyclic graph.

Tasks in C2Sketch

Tasks are the most important concept in C2Sketch. It is the decomposition of a mission into smaller tasks and
sub-tasks that enables the distribution of work between the actors. Furthermore, it provides the structure to analyze
what information is needed where to be able to perform those tasks. Facilitating the distribution of information
about what tasks should be done, and information about whether the execution of tasks is going as intended, is what
C2 systems are for. It is therefore important to capture the division of labor as a decomposition of tasks.

Tasks in C2Sketch are pieces of potential work that are done to achieve a certain goal. They belong to a certain
actor and can if necessary be decomposed in a set of sub-tasks. Because mission plans are a preparation for an
uncertain future, tasks can be defined that may or may not be performed depending on how a situation unfolds.
When the plan is executed the abstract tasks are instantiated when actors decide to perform them.

Information Exchange in C2Sketch

Information exchange is modeled by defining “operational picture” nodes. The term “operational picture” is used
quite liberally in C2Sketch. It is used to describe all points where information is exchanged between tasks and/or
actors.

An example in the traditional use of the term would be a shared map or status overview that is used to create
shared situation awareness between collaborating actors. Tasks of these actors may depend on having access to that
information. At the same time, there are tasks whose results contribute to that operational picture.

A non-traditional example of using the operational picture concept in C2Sketch is to define the information
exchanged during a briefing. Briefings are also explicit coordination tasks aimed to create shared situation awareness,
but the shared information is communicated verbally instead of being plotted on a map.

To summarize, in C2Sketch terminology, operational pictures are the information exchange points for sharing
information between related tasks. There is no distinction between the media used to store or transfer that information.
That can be either verbally, on paper, or digitally.

METHODOLOGY

To explore to what extent real-world crisis management plans can be expressed as structured C2Sketch mission
plans, their unstructured text format has to be translated into the structure of C2Sketch. To do this we used an
ad-hoc qualitative document analysis followed by iterative model synthesis that is similar to the extraction of classes,
and their relations from noun-verb relationships in Object-Oriented Analysis Booch 1994 or the development of
ontologies Noy, McGuinness, et al. 2001.

Note that this manual "reverse engineering" of structured plans from unstructured public documents is not the
intended use of C2Sketch. As mentioned earlier, structured C2Sketch plans can be exported to human-readable
documents. This enables authoring of (crisis management) plans in a structured format directly without having to
describe them as text too.

The translation consisted of three main phases:
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Phase 1: Document Selection

The first phase consisted of finding and selecting candidate documents suitable for translation to C2Sketch models.
We randomly selected a small sample of three plans at the regional level in the Netherlands.

We looked at regional level plans because we expected to they would most likely contain tactical and operational
operation. As these regional level plans are publicly available, we searched online for terms like "crisis plan" and
"region" until we found documents that based on their title and a quick review appeared to be both plans and crisis
management related.

Because the aim of this study was exploratory and focused on the use of C2Sketch rather than the plans themselves,
we consider this method of selecting public documents without direct involvement of their authors to be good
enough for its purpose 1.

Phase 2: Document Coding

The next phase consisted of a qualitative analysis of the documents using the core concepts of C2sketch as an
interpretative lens. Each document was annotated manually three times. Once for each of the key concepts. The
coding was performed by a single coder, instead of the more robust method of using multiple independent coders.
This compromise on the validity of the developed models is justified on the same grounds as not involving the
plan’s authors: the plans themselves are not (yet) the main subject and some interpretation errors are acceptable.

Evidence of Actors

In the first pass all text fragments in the documents that indicate the involvement of some actor were marked. In
C2Sketch, any entity, whether it is an individual, an organization, an autonomous system, or a legal entity that can
be responsible for tasks is called an actor. If for example, a document would contain the sentence “When there are
more than 10 patients, the operation center operator alerts the regional coordinator using their secure pager”, the
segments “operation center” and “regional coordinator” would be marked as actors.

It sometimes happens that the same actor is called by different names throughout a plan. When acronyms for
organizations are introduced their full name is no longer used, but the acronym is used instead. Other examples
include things like ”The Joint Operation Center for X and Y in region Z, hereafter referred to as the operation
center...” Wherever the text indicated the introduction of such aliases or acronyms these were noted too, to make
sure they would be represented by a single actor in the final C2Sketch models.

Evidence of Tasks

In the second pass all text fragments were marked that indicated that a certain task existed. These indications could
either be explicitly named such as “Organization X is tasked with...” or “Y is responsible for Z”, or be implicit in a
description of an actor having to something in some context. If we look again at the example sentence “When there
are more than 10 patients, the operation center operator alerts the regional coordinator using their secure pager”, we
would know highlight the verb “alerts” because it indicates a task that the operator has to do.

Evidence of Information Exchange

In the third and final pass all text fragments that indicate concrete exchange of information, and/or the media or
systems that are used to do so, are marked. In the example sentence “When there are more than 10 patients, the
operation center operator alerts the regional coordinator using their secure pager” both the fragments “more than 10
patients“ and “using their secure pager” would be marked. The first because it indicates that a specific piece of
information, the number of victims, is a condition for the alerting task. The second is marked because it indicates
what information channel is used to communicate in the alerting task. Note that what information is actually send in
the alert to the secure pager is not mentioned in this sentence.

Phase 3: C2Sketch Model Synthesis

The synthesis of the C2Sketch mission plans from the results of the annotation phase has been an iterative process.
First all identified actors, have been added to the C2Sketch plan. Special care was taken to unify all uses of aliases
and acronyms into single actor definitions. After the addition of all actors, each actor was looked up in the original

1When, in the future, the focus will shift from the tool and method, to the plans themselves, authors of plans will be involved and will be able
to author plans in the structured format directly.
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document to find evidence of any affiliation relations the actor might have with other actors until the complete graph
of involved actors and their organization emerged.

After creation of the actor graph, all annotated evidence of tasks was processed to add task definitions to the
C2Sketch plan. Wherever tasks were explicitly named, these same names were used in the C2Sketch plan. For
implicit tasks, new descriptive names were introduced. For each newly added task, the original document was
consulted to find if the task was a sub-task of another task and which actor it could be attributed to. If the responsible
actor was unclear, the task would be allocated with one of the larger organizations responsible for a certain topic, or
the top-level crisis organization as a whole.

The final pass in the model synthesis consisted of using the text fragments that indicate information exchange to
enrich the task with data types and operational pictures.

RESULTS

Phase 1: Document selection

As described in the previous section, three regional level plans from the Netherlands were randomly selected for this
modeling exercise.

Plan A

The first plan we used is the “Regionaal Crisisplan 2020-2023 Veiligheidsregio Gelderland Zuid” (Veiligheidsregio
Gelderland Zuid 2020). This document is an overview document that covers all types of crisis management for one
of the safety regions in the Netherlands. It covers the entire range of response organizations and aims to describe
their roles for incidents that require multi-disciplinary collaboration. With 64 pages this is the largest document we
analyzed. At first glance it appeared to be a good fit for modeling with C2Sketch, as it explicitly mentions tasks,
roles, and responsibilities.

Plan B

The second plan we used is “Regionaal Ambulanceplan (RAP) RAV Noord Holland-Noord 2016 - 2021” (Brugman
et al. 2018). This document is a policy document that explains how one of regional ambulance services intends
to maintain and improve the quality of its service. This document is shorter than plan A, just 19 pages as it only
describes a single response organization. Mapping this plan to C2Sketch concepts is not as straightforward because
it addresses separate developments and efforts to improve their organization. The organization’s primary process
and its tasks are implied but can be (partially) inferred from the context of the highlighted developments.

Plan C

The last plan we looked at is “Patientenspreidingsplan 2020 - Patiëntenspreiding bij grootschalige incidenten
Noord-Nederland” (Werkgroep Patiëntenspreiding Noord-Nederland 2019). This is yet another type of plan entirely.
It is a plan that describes a specific aspect of large scale incidents: the distribution of large numbers of patients over
multiple hospitals. It covers multiple collaborating response organizations but not as many as Plan A. Because the
plan addresses a specific issue across the strategic, tactical and operational levels, its fit with C2Sketch’s concepts is
mixed. Some parts of the plan clearly describe the collaborating parties and their tasks, while other parts either
concern the strategic level or provide very specific operational level details.

Phase 2: Document coding

Table 1 contains a summary of the results of the annotation phase. Even though the annotations themselves are
obviously qualitative data, this summary provides an indication of the volume of data that the C2Sketch plans are
based on.

Plan # Pages # Actor annotations # Task annotations # Information annotations
A 64 742 473 30
B 19 298 221 57
C 25 359 159 21

Table 1. Number of annotations per document
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Phase 3: C2Sketch model synthesis

Table 2 summarizes the synthesized C2Sketch mission plans. The absolute values of these metrics are a lot smaller
than those in table 1 because there is a lot of redundancy in the annotations. Actors are mentioned more than once
and by different names or acronyms. Tasks are also mentioned multiple times, usually from different perspectives.

Plan # Actors # Affiliations # Tasks # OPs # Types
A 224 272 20 16 0
B 77 65 160 17 4
C 130 131 11 9 3

Table 2. Number of concepts per mission plan

The figures 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the structure of the three C2Sketch models. The nodes and edges in red make up the
actor network. The attached trees of blue nodes add the the task decompositions and the yellow nodes show the
information exchange points (operational pictures).

Plan B, the shortest document, has been completely translated into C2Sketch. All three types of annotations were
represented in the resulting C2Sketch model.

Because the plans contained more information about tasks and actors than was anticipated, plans A and C were not
completely modeled. Only after the annotation phase was completed, it was apparent that it was impossible to model
those plans completely within the allotted time for this exploratory study. Because C2Sketch is intended primarily
to describe command and control aspects of (crisis management) plans, and therefore focuses on information flow
that enables tasks, we only included tasks that were directly concerned with information exchange for those plans.
The actor networks and information exchanges were modeled for all documents.

DISCUSSION

The previous section presented a summary of the results of the study. In this section we discuss the limitations of
those results as well as some of the considerations for further development of C2Sketch that it revealed.

Scope and limitations

The first limitation that should be mentioned is the sample size of only three documents. The selected plans may
not be representative for all types of regional level crisis management plans. However, the three plans were different
enough to offer multiple perspectives.

Another limitation of this exploratory study was that none of the organizations that published the plans was involved
in the research. Therefore we cannot be sure that the information in the plans was interpreted correctly. Tasks that
were ambiguously specified may have been attributed to the wrong actor, or (implicit) organizations that are called
by different names could be wrongly modeled as separate actors. To be able to draw any conclusions about the
plans based on analysis of the C2Sketch models, their authors should be involved to verify the correctness of the
translation. As mentioned earlier, this limitation was considered acceptable.

The most important limitation was the lack of detailed information about information exchange found in the plans.
The importance of effective and efficient information sharing between collaborating parties is mentioned explicitly
in all three of the documents, but very little details are described about how this is achieved. The “validation through
execution” approach on which C2Sketch is based is only possible when the information produced by tasks, and the
information consumed by tasks in a plan is specified in enough detail. For the plans that were analyzed in this study,
the lack of detailed information limits the usefulness of their corresponding C2Sketch models. When the C2Sketch
plans are developed by, or in collaboration with, the authors of the original plans, this information can potentially be
collected from additional non-public sources. For example, from internal Standard operating procedures, or from
technical documentation of information systems that are mentioned in the public plans.

The final limitation to discuss is the incompleteness of the C2Sketch models of plans A and C. Although the
C2Sketch plans would obviously be a more accurate representation of the original documents if all tasks were
translated in C2Sketch, the additional value of that extra effort is limited. Because C2Sketch requires all elements:
actors, tasks and information flow, to be most useful. Modeling additional tasks for which the information exchange
details are unknown has little practical value.
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Figure 2. (Incomplete) network of mission plan A
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Figure 3. Network of mission plan B

Figure 4. (Incomplete) network of mission plan C
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Lessons Identified

Notwithstanding the limitations outlined above, the study uncovered a number of interesting points for further
investigation or immediate improvement opportunities for C2Sketch.

Dealing with large plans

The amount of actors and tasks that are mentioned in even a short 20 page document is something that has to be
taken into account in the continued development of C2Sketch. To be able to model complete command and control
chains at the regional level, C2Sketch should be expected to deal with hundreds of actor, task and information
exchange nodes. Support for searching in, and navigating graphs of that size should be improved.

Overlap and Modularity

Ambulances, and the common tasks of ambulance organizations were mentioned in all three of the documents.
C2Sketch has no possibility to import from, or reference external C2Sketch models. Therefore there was some
overlap and duplication between these plans. The ability to reference or include parts of another C2Sketch mission
plan could reduce this overlap and could also help in containing the scale of the complete plans.

Overlap in Sub-tasks

Another type of overlap that was found in the task structures of the plans was overlap of sub-tasks being part of
different high level objectives. In the current version of C2Sketch actors and their relations form a directed acyclic
graph, but tasks are decomposed into a strict hierarchy. However a low-level task such as ’transporting patients’ of
an ambulance organization can be part of routine daily care or part of a response to a large incident. With the strictly
hierarchic decomposition this task has to be defined twice in both decompositions. To model examples like this one
without duplication, the task decomposition should be allowed to be a directed graph rather than a tree structure.

Use of Aliases and Acronyms

In the crisis management domain (as well as in the military domain) there is an abundance of acronyms and
alternative names for the same roles and organizations. If acronyms and/or aliases could be explicitly specified in
actor definitions, they could be used to keep of track of two organizations talking about the same role by a different
name. It would also make searching for actors easier as you do not need to know alternative names or acronyms to
find an actor in the model.

Task Importance Ranking

In C2Sketch all tasks and sub-tasks defined at the same level have no notion of importance or ordering. They are
displayed in alphabetical order, instead of some notion of importance. With large numbers of tasks this clutters the
models and makes it hard to identify the main tasks of actors. A simple ranking could make it easier to help focus
on the important tasks.

Task Organizations

In C2Sketch, tasks are defined as part of the definition of actors. Each actor defines a set of tasks specific to that
actor, and can contribute to (sub-)tasks of the actors it is affiliated with. In plan A, however the notion of a ’task
organization’ was used multiple times. An implicit organization of collaborating actors for a certain task. This can
be modeled in C2Sketch by explicitly adding actor definitions for these task organizations, but this leads to having
to define many additional implicit actor nodes if task organizations are used a lot. Allowing tasks in C2Sketch to
imply the existence task organizations associated with those tasks would remove these additional actor nodes.

Law and Regulation Compliance

Each of the three analyzed documents refers to laws and regulations as a motivation for policy choices or activities
performed by the organizations. Complying with a certain law can be only partially modeled in C2Sketch. Tasks
that are direct result of a certain regulation, for example performing a mandatory investigation after work related
incidents, can be modeled as sub-tasks of an overarching ’comply with regulation X’ task. However, laws and
regulations also impose constraints on tasks. For example: if and how information may be shared with partners.
These constraints cannot be formally expressed in C2Sketch, but are important when a C2Sketch mission plan is
used to design a new C2 system, or analyze a planned change to an existing system.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the results of translating a small sample of public regional level crisis management plans
into structured models using C2Sketch to explore to what extent real-world plans can be represented by its modeling
concepts. The analysis identified actors, their tasks and the information shared between them and represented them
as C2Sketch mission plans.

While the documents contained more than enough mentions of actors and tasks, details about what information is
needed to do those tasks, or where that information comes from was not specified. Without that information it was
not possible to construct full C2Sketch models with enough detail for validation through execution.

Nonetheless, the incomplete models were useful to identify several limitations of the C2Sketch modeling concepts
as well as opportunities for improvement of the tool.

Obviously, addressing these limitations is recommended future work for the development of C2Sketch. Additionally,
other methods for uncovering operationally shared information in enough detail should be considered when using
C2Sketch to retroactively constructing structured mission plans from existing unstructured plans.
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